INTRODUCTION
In [1] , Conway and Sloane present an upper bound on the minimum distance of Type I codes and list the possible weight enumerators for codes of length up to 72 which meet this bound. An open problem, examined by numerous authors (see [2}4, 8, 11}13] for example), is to produce codes which possess weight enumerators in this list. A separate but related problem is to completely classify all self-dual codes which possess a particular type of automorphism; [7] surveys this work. In this paper we classify all [52, 26, 10] self-dual codes with an automorphism of order 7. We show that there are 499 inequivalent codes and, in the process, discover that only two weight enumerators arise. One of these enumerators has not occurred before.
In this correspondence, we let C be a [52, 26, 10] self-dual binary code. By [1] , C has weight enumerator ="1#250y#7980y#42800y#2 or (1) ="1#(442!16 ) y#(6188#64 ) y#53040y#2,
where is a nonnegative integer. The codes we produce all have weight enumerators (2) with "0 or "7. Conway and Sloane [1] present a code with weight enumerator (1). Tsai [13] and Gulliver}Harada [2] present codes with weight enumerator (2) for "0. Tsai's code has trivial automorphism group while the Gulliver}Harada code has automorphism group of order 52.
The codes we present all have automorphisms of order 7 and hence will not be equivalent to the Tsai or Gulliver}Harada codes. No other codes with "7 seem to be known. Suppose C has an automorphism of odd prime order p with c p-cycles and f "xed points. Using the theory developed in [5, 6, 14, 15] , C can be decomposed as a direct sum of particularly nice codes; an example of this decomposition will be given next. Looking at this decomposition, one can show that no code exists for many values of p, c, and f and that when the code exists, the form of a generator matrix is restricted. Using these techniques (see [6, 15] for similar examples) it can be shown that the only possibilities for (p, c, f ) are (3, 14, 10) , (3, 16, 4) , (5, 10, 2), (7, 7, 3) , (13, 4, 0) , and (17, 3, 1). Here we examine the case p"c"7, f"3.
So we assume that is an automorphism of C with Let [10, 5] binary self-dual code, and the dual of (E ( )*) is E ( )* under the ordinary inner product over I . By examining the [10, 5] codes in [10] and rearranging the 7-cycles and "xed points of C, a generator matrix of C( ) is gen(C( ))" interchanging the roles of E ( ) and E ( ). Thus we may assume that K"2 or 4. We only need to determine E ( )* since E ( )*" (E ( )* N ). By arguments similar to those of [6, Theorem 2] , one can show that two codes having as automorphism, each with C( ) as in (3), are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a product of maps given below:
E Apply permutations to the seven 7-cycles, labeled 1, 2 ,7, and three "xed points 8, 9, 10 from the group of order 48 generated by (1, 2), (3, 4, 5)(8, 9, 10), and (3, 5, 4, 7)(8, 9), which is the subgroup of the automorphism group of C( )* "xing the 7-cycles and "xed points setwise. E Apply cyclic shifts to each 7-cycle independently, which is equivalent to scaling columns of E ( )* by powers of . E Replace by or and reorder the coordinates in each 7-cycle accordingly, which is equivalent to replacing by or , which in turn is equivalent to applying elements of the Galois group of I . When K"2 and 4, a simple argument shows that up to equivalence
gen (E ( )*)" ᭛᭛03᭛5 ᭛᭛0110 ᭛᭛0116 ᭛᭛0131 ᭛᭛0135 ᭛᭛0136 ᭛᭛0150  ᭛᭛0154 ᭛0᭛0᭛1 ᭛0᭛1᭛3 ᭛0᭛012 ᭛0᭛014 ᭛0᭛015 ᭛0᭛034 ᭛0᭛125 ᭛0᭛142 ᭛0᭛146  ᭛0᭛152 ᭛0᭛162 ᭛01023 ᭛01213 ᭛01216 ᭛01225 ᭛01226 ᭛01235 ᭛01260 ᭛01264  ᭛01331 ᭛01334 ᭛01346 ᭛01351 ᭛01352 ᭛01432 ᭛01443 ᭛01446 ᭛01452 ᭛01532  ᭛01534 ᭛03056 0᭛01᭛5 0᭛03᭛2 0᭛03᭛6 1᭛02᭛0 1᭛04᭛0 1᭛04᭛5 1᭛05᭛0 1᭛05᭛4  1᭛06᭛0 1᭛06᭛6 3᭛02᭛2 0᭛013᭛ 1᭛021᭛ 1᭛032᭛ 1᭛036᭛ 0᭛0114 0᭛0124 0᭛0153  0᭛0162 0᭛0165 1᭛0215 1᭛0236 1᭛0242 1᭛0254 1᭛0266 1᭛0313 1᭛0333 1᭛0524  1᭛0622 00᭛1᭛3 00᭛1᭛5 10᭛26᭛ 10᭛36᭛ 10᭛42᭛ 10᭛52᭛ 10᭛56᭛ 30᭛14᭛ 30᭛46᭛  30᭛64᭛ 30᭛65᭛ 00᭛122 00᭛123 00᭛143 00᭛153 00᭛166 00᭛315 00᭛324 00᭛351  00᭛355 10᭛216 10᭛235 10᭛246 10᭛264 10᭛526 10᭛560 10᭛612 10᭛615 10᭛634  10᭛635 10᭛644 10᭛655 30᭛214 30᭛215 30᭛266 001᭛2᭛ 101᭛4᭛ 101᭛6᭛ 102᭛5᭛  102᭛6᭛ 001᭛23 001᭛35 003᭛11 003᭛12 003᭛14 003᭛42 003᭛44 003᭛56 101᭛40  101᭛46 101᭛52 101᭛63 102᭛44 102᭛53 104᭛10 104᭛16 104᭛23 104᭛52 104᭛53  106᭛14 106᭛15 106᭛23 106᭛25 106᭛42 304᭛22 304᭛30 304᭛35 304᭛52 001123  001132 001152 1111111  1111111  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  000  0000000  0000000  1111111  0000000  0000000  0000000  1111111  011  0000000  0000000  0000000  1111111  0000000  0000000  1111111  101  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  1111111  0000000  1111111  110  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  1111111  0000000  111   1110100  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  1110100  1110100  000  0111010  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  0111010  0111010  000  0011101  0000000  0000000  0000000  0000000  0011101  0011101  000  0000000  1110100  0000000  0000000  0000000  1110100  0111010  000  0000000  0111010  0000000  0000000  0000000  0111010  0011101  000  0000000  0011101  0000000  0000000  0000000  0011101  1001110  000  0000000  0000000  1110100  0000000  1110100  1110100  0000000  000  0000000  0000000  0111010  0000000  0111010  0111010  0000000  000  0000000  0000000  0011101  0000000  0011101  0011101  0000000  000  0000000  0000000  0000000  1110100  1110100  0111010  0111010  000  0000000  0000000  0000000  0111010  0111010  0011101  0011101  000  0000000  0000000  0000000  0011101  0011101  1001110  1001110  000   0000000  0000000  1001011  1001011  1001011  0000000  0000000  000  0000000  0000000  1100101  1100101  1100101  0000000  0000000  000  0000000  0000000  1110010  1110010  1110010  0000000  0000000  000  1001011  1001011  1001011  0010111  0000000  1001011  0000000  000  1100101  1100101  1100101  1001011  0000000  1100101  0000000  000  1110010  1110010  1110010  1100101  0000000  1110010  0000000  000  1001011  0010111  0000000  0010111  0000000  0000000  1001011  000  1100101  1001011  0000000  1001011  0000000  0000000  1100101  000  1110010  1100101  0000000  1100101  0000000  0000000  1110010  000 by replacing each entry of gen (E G ( )*) by the corresponding 7-tuple from I G in Fig. 1 and adjoining 000 at the end; the second and third rows are obtained by applying and to the "rst row. The rows from the generator matrices for C( ), E ( ), and E ( ) form a generator matrix for C.
THE RESULTS

K"2:
Up to equivalence there are exactly two [52, 26, 10] codes where gen (E ( )*) is (4) and gen(E ( )*) is (6). They are given by (i, j, k)"(2, 3, 4) and (2, 4, 6) . Both codes have weight enumerator (2) with "0.
K"4: Up to equivalence there are exactly 497 [52, 26, 10] codes where gen(E ( )*) is (5) and gen(E ( )*) is (7). The matrix A"A G in (5) is one of the "ve possibilities in Fig. 2 . They have weight enumerator (2) with "0 or "7. The weight distributions are given in Table I Tables II and III . We illustrate how to read these tables. In the row of Table II headed A is the list of parameters rst followed by strings of length 3 such as ᭛14. This represents the code with A"A where r"0, s" , and t" ; that is, we give the logs of the parameters with ᭛ representing 0. Finally in Table IV we give the generator matrix of the "rst code from Table  III . The "rst "ve rows of the generator matrix come from (3); the next 12 rows come from (5) with A"A , r"0, and s"t" ; and the last nine rows come from (7) .
